Production of hot rolled thin gauge steel strip in a compact six-stand mill was studied by means of mathematical modelling and on site measurements. Data obtained during processing low carbon steel strip ranging from 1.06 to 2.68 mm in final outgoing thickness included speeds, reductions and separation forces at each of the six stands. The mean flow stress during rolling was calculated from the rolling loads, assuming adhesive conditions within the roll-gap, and by means of a mathematical model that accounts for strain hardening and the occurrence of various dynamic restoration phenomena during deformation. It was found that the values of the mean flow stress values, independently of the way they were obtained, varied as a function of both, strain rate and temperature, being possible to derive a unique formulation to describe their behaviour.
Introduction
Steel strip of gauges thinner than 2 mm is normally produced by hot and cold rolling, a route that includes processes such as pickling, annealing and tempering. Cold rolling allows for the production of strips with narrow dimensional tolerances, tempering can be used to modify the surface roughness and appearance. [1] [2] [3] Strips that have only been subjected to hot rolling are not used when surface quality and aspect are important, but there are applications in which thin gauged hot rolled strip can be a viable economical alternative to cold rolled strip. 4) During hot rolling, as in any other process conducted a temperatures above half of the melting temperature of the alloy, different dynamic restoration mechanisms occur. The material strengthens by deformation, and softens either by elimination or ordering of punctual or lineal defects (recovery), or by the reconstruction of the whole microstructure by the sweeping of high angle boundaries (recrystallization), when temperature, strain and time are high enough. The structure produced by deformation is not stable, as it may recrystallize in a static manner during the time available between passes. Moreover, the grains will grow once recrystallization has been achieved.
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The above mentioned mechanisms affect the way microstructure changes, altering the strength of the material. Modern rolling practices require and rely on the prediction of this strength as the separation forces can be used to control the thickness and shape of the strip.
3) Mathematical modelling is used to predict the thermal and microstructural evolution that takes place during rolling, [7] [8] [9] and, with such information, the strength of the material can be calculated. [10] [11] [12] The aim of this work is to present the results found in a series of rolling trials carried out in an industrial mill producing thin gauge steel strip. Data related with the rolling procedure were obtained on line, and was complemented by modelling the process. Figure 1 shows an schematic diagram of the rolling mill in which the material was processed. Thin slab 50 mm in thickness is fed into the mill after being homogenized in a continuous furnace. 4, 13, 14) The high temperature primary oxide formed on the steel slab is removed by a double header descaler prior to its deformation, the temperature during rolling can be regulated by interstand cooling headers. An air fan is located at the exit side of the mill to push down the strip and avoid aerodynamic problems arising by the combination of thin, light weight strip moving at speeds above 10 m/sec. The nominal diameter of the work rolls is of 790 mm for stands F1 to F3 and of 500 mm for stands F4 to F6. Table 1 shows the outgoing thickness and width as well as the chemical composition of the strips produced. Table 2 resumes the data obtained from these trials. Figure 2 shows the reduction imparted per pass to produce the strips of different thicknesses. Figure 3 shows the speed at each pass as a function of exit thickness, the broken line corresponds to the nominal outgoing speed of the strips as a function of thickness.
Rolling Trials

Modelling
Modelling hot rolling requires computing the thermal evolution of the deforming stock, since the rate at which the microstructure evolves, and the flow stress of the material depends on the strain rate and temperature at which deformation is carried out.
7) The phenomena taken into account to describe thermal changes during this process are radiation and conduction to the surrounding media, conduction to the work rolls, forced convection and boiling of water used for descaling and interstand cooling, adiabatic heating produced during deformation and heat conduction within the stock. The finite difference model described elsewhere 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] is used in this work, the cross-sectional area of the strip is divided into small cells of equal size to approximate the equations for conduction. The model takes advantage of symmetry, so computations are carried out in only one quadrant after assuming equal condition on top and bottom and lateral surfaces. The general discussion on the thermal portion of the model, and the mathematical expressions used to compute the evolution can be found elsewhere. 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] The procedure used to determine microstructural evolution evaluates whether or not dynamic recrystallization was achieved during a given pass depending on rolling conditions such as temperature, strain rate, reduction, etc. If the critical strain was surpassed, the dynamically recrystallized fraction and the corresponding grain size are calculated, allowing for metadynamic recrystallization during the interpass time. If dynamic recrystallization did not take place, the kinetics equations for static restoration during the interpass time are used. The algorithm allows for strain accumulation between passes and for grain growth once recrystallization has been completed. [17] [18] [19] The rolling force is calculated by integrating the variation of the flow stress as a function of strain that results from the rolling conditions within a given pass. The model computes the contribution from strain hardening and dynamic recovery and recrystallization, the later when the re- duction is high enough. The activation energy used depends on the chemical composition of the material. 12, [17] [18] [19] 4. Results Figure 4 shows the thermal evolution computed by the model for the strips identified as A and C. Each of the four curves represent one of the points indicated in the inserted diagram that represents one quadrant of the cross-sectional area. The temperatures recorded by the pyrometer located at the exit side of the mill, see Fig. 1 , are indicated in both diagrams. Variation of the microstructure predicted by the model for these strips is shown in Fig. 5 . The correlation between the temperatures registered during production of strips of different qualities and thickness and the values predicted by the mathematical model is shown in Fig. 6 . An attempt to measure the temperatures on the strip at the roll gap, or close to it, was made with an infrared recorder, 20) but as the data were considered unrealistic the temperatures predicted by the model were used in the analysis. Figure 7 shows the flow curves for the steel at each of the six stands. These curves were computed by means of the model described elsewhere 12) using the average temperature value during rolling, see Fig. 4 , and the average grain size before the pass, see Fig. 5 . The activation energy used was computed from the chemical composition of the steel, Table 1 . Figure 8 shows the variation of the average rolling temperature, computed by the mathematical model, as a function of the outgoing pass thickness, where it is worth noticing that all the data fall within the same scatter band. Figure 9 shows the variation of the separation forces recorded during actual production as a function of the outgoing thickness in each pass. Two sets of data can be identified, one corresponding to the first three stands (above 15 MN) and those registered by the loads cells from the last three stands (below 15 MN) , the difference between these sets is due to the difference in diameter of the work rolls used in the stands, that results in change of the projected length of the arc of contact (L) [1] [2] [3] : (1) where RЈ is the deformed radius of the work roll and Dh is the reduction of height (draft) in a given pass. Figure 10 shows the variation of the reduction geometry, expressed as the ratio of L over the mean rolling thickness (h m ), of the different strips. It is worth noticing that such ratio is always above one, which indicates the validity in neglecting strain heterogeneities while modelling, 21) and that this ratio remains more or less constant in the last three stands for each final thickness. The mean rolling thickness is expressed as: where h i and h o are the ingoing and outgoing thicknesses at each stand.
Discussion
The average flow stress of the material at each rolling pass can be computed from the rolling loads, that were recorded during production, assuming adhesive frictional conditions at the roll-gap: (3) where s r is the average stress, P is the rolling load, w the width of the strip, L the projected arc of contact, the 1.15 factor allows for conversion from plane strain compression conditions and Q p is a geometric term. 22, 23) The values of this average value of stress can be plotted as a function of the reduction imparted at each pass, Fig. 11 , where it can be seen that all the data fall within a single band, with the lower values of strength towards the higher reductions, but this effect is due to the fact that the magnitude of the reduction is reduced as the strip is being processed, Fig. 2 , and its temperature increases, Fig. 8 .
The average flow stress can also be computed by the integration of the stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 7 . In such a case, the stress (s m ) can be calculated by: (4) where e o and e f correspond to the strain at the start and end of each pass. The values computed for both sorts of average stress (s r and s m ), together with the average values of temperature, grain size and strain rate, used to calculate them are shown in Table 3 . Figure 12 shows the agreement between s r and s m . The diagrams shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the microstructure is able to recrystallize during the time available between passes, and, in some cases, this period of time is high enough to exhibit grain growth, following a pattern well described before. 7, 9, [17] [18] [19] 22) Such behaviour allows for computing the stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 7 without any previous accumulation of strain. Figure 13 shows the temperature dependence of either s r or s m , computed by means of Eq. (3) or (4), respectively. It can be seen that the strength of the material increases as the temperature diminishes, and, although all the data, independently of the rolling reduction, fall within a single scatter band, it should be noticed that the average strain rate during the pass increased with the reduction in thickness, Table 3 , therefore the dotted lines, that show different strain rate levels, were plotted in Fig. 13. Figure 14 shows that the mean stress values can be related to a unique formulation based on the Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z). The value of the apparent activation energy for deformation was that computed from the chemical composition of the steel.
12)
Conclusions
A series of experimental trials were conducted in an industrial rolling mill to obtain information related to the production of hot rolled light gauge steel strip. The data gathered were compared with the results of a mathematical model developed to predict the behavior of carbon steel as it is being hot rolled.
It was found a good correlation between the temperatures Table 3 . Summary of computed processing parameters. predicted by the model and those measured at the end of processing. The mean stress values computed from the rolling loads assuming adhesive frictional condition, and by the integration of the stress-strain curves obtained by using the average temperature and grain size agreed with each other. It was found that the mean stress value followed a unique formulation based in the Zener-Hollomon parameter.
